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Introduction
Supporting smoothly changing images is considered a valuable and almost mandatory aspect in a wide variety of areas, such as user interfaces, programming environments or WEB browsing. In particular, algorithm animation systems [9] take great advantage of this feature: it makes programs operations and data modifications more easily perceivable by the user, it can be used for capturing the user's attention and for highlighting semantic properties of the program itself.
Software visualization systems (briefly, SV systems) allowing smooth image transitions must provide practical and customizable facilities for adding animations. Relieving the user of the task of specifying animations is an appealing but not realistic strategy, as it greatly limits customization possibilities. Hence, the best choice seems to support an animation language accurately designed to make the specification as much easy as possible and to provide default behaviors.
One of the most complete and recent study in this domain led to the statement of the path-transition paradigm [7] used in the TANGO SV tool [8] . This method makes it possible to create two-dimensional, real-time, color animations through the use of four abstract data types: location, image, path and transition. It has an object-oriented style and so it is well suitable for use in imperative SV systems, i.e. systems where visualizations are produced by identifying "interesting events" and by annotating the source code with calls to visualization (and animation) routines.
On the other hand, declarative SV tools, that conceive the visualization as a mapping from the program state into images, have been usually considered less suitable for supporting smooth animations than imperative ones, as they are basically data (and not event) driven. As a matter of fact, the problem is more difficult to solve, but it can be overcome. For example, the declarative tool Pavane [6] strenghtens the simple mapping from program state into images with a differential animation mapping, consisting of user-defined animation rules where both the current and the previous instance of graphical objects are accessed and, in case, objects' attributes are made time-dependent and explicitly interpolated between two values. The interpolation is linear and there is no concept of "path".
Another interesting approach for adding animations to visual objects has been adopted by the Amulet toolkit [5] with respect to user interfaces. In Amulet, animation constraints written in C++ are attached to objects and are automatically reevaluated whenever objects change. In this way a good level of modularity and re-usability is reached. This paper focuses on the problem of specifying an animated behavior of visual objects in a declarative style, addressing both automation and customization possibilities. In particular, in our framework visual objects are able to automatically get animated at their birth, when they change and, at last, at their death. In this way the user is relieved of the task of explicitly identifying and dealing with differential events and can concentrate in customizing the animation according to his/her particular necessities. The ideas we propose are currently being tested in the declarative SV tool Leonardo [1] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After presenting in Section 2 a formal specification of animated graphical objects, Section 3 describes a logic-based visualization framework and provides it with animation capabilities, detailing how its main components cooperate and how changes of graphical objects can be automatically de- r
Figure 1. Some Basic Graphical Primitives
tected and animated. Section 4 and Section 5 concentrate on the use of declarations encoded in a logic-based language in order to associate animated behaviors to the birth and death of graphical objects and to specify the paths that their attributes follow while changing. An algorithm animation example is then shown in Section 6, and Section 7 presents concluding remarks.
Preliminaries
In this section we introduce some useful notation for describing graphical objects, scenes and smooth transformations between them.
Graphical objects can be formally represented by means of triples (c; id; f) where: c 2 Categories = frectangle, line, circle, : : :g id 2 ID = f0; 1; 2; : : :g f 2 F c (to be explained below)
Each graphical object belongs to a fixed category (c) and has an identification number (id). Moreover, its geometrical and retinal features are described by a tuple of values f dependent on the category of the object itself. The sets of features F c for some basic categories 1 are shown in Figure 1 . For the sake of brevity, we will denote F eatures = S c2Categories F c . A scene S is simply a set of (c; id; f) triples. In particular S G, where G = Categories ID F eatures is the universe of graphical objects. The following property must hold for S: 8 (c; id; f); (c 0 ; id 0 ; f 0 ) 2 S : c = c 0^i d = id 0 ) f = f 0 . This means that each graphical object in S is univocally identified by its category and its identification number.
We define interpolating sequence of two different scenes S A and S B a sequence k = S 0 . . . S k+1 of scenes such that S 0 = S A and S k+1 = S B . Moreover, we will refer to S A and S B as control scenes for k and to S 1 . . . S k as inter-scenes.
1 We consider only a reduced 2D graphical vocabulary, yet more complex ones can be treated as well. The animation produced by rendering and sequentially displaying the scenes in k is perceived by a human observer as smooth if attributes of graphical objects are transformed along paths described by continuous functions and the frames generation rate is at least 10-15 frames per second.
Three situations may arise when passing from S A to S B (see Figure 2 ):
1. birth of objects: graphical objects not existing in S A appear in S B ;
2. changes of objects: graphical objects change one or more of their features, such as dimension, color or position;
3. death of objects: objects existing in S A disappear from S B .
Changes of objects can be naturally animated by interpolating the old and new values of their features along continuous curves.
On the other hand, the same interpolation technique cannot be applied in cases 1 and 3, since one end point of the transformation is undefined. In order to solve this problem, we can think of the birth/death of a graphical object g as a particular change of its attributes from/into the attributes of an imaginary object g b /g d . Imaginary objects are fictitious start and end points in the "life" of g and may be obtained from g itself by modifying some of its features. This choice will make it possible to customize the animation of the appearance/disappearance of a graphical object and to deal with such events as they were regular object changes. Figure 3 shows six control scenes S 1 : : : S 6 concerning the history of a rectangle that appears, evolves over time and eventually disappears. Figure 4 is obtained from the previous one by superimposing S 1 : : : S 6 together with four dimmed inter-scenes for each pair (S i ; S i+1 ) such that i 2 f1; ::; 5g. The smooth birth behavior of the rectangle g t1 is obtained by giving g b the same x, l, h as g t1 and opposite sign to the coordinate y: in this way, g t1 appears by falling down from the top edge of the viewport. Changes of both position and dimension are smoothly animated by linear interpolation. At last, g t4 collapses into its central point: actually, the top left corner of g d lies in this point and both its length and height are equal to zero.
In view of the previous considerations, a complete implicit specification of an animation can be given by providing each graphical object with three functions: In the following we will deal with extended scenes, where graphical objects are represented by sextuples (c; id; f; s b ; p; s d ). In this way, information for creating interpolating sequences of extended scenes can be found in the extended scenes themselves.
Integrating Smooth Animation Capabilities into a Logic-Based Framework
In the logic approach to visualization [2] the generation of an image is carried out by a Visualizer that retrieves visual information from a knowledge base consisting of a set of logic assertions (see Figure 5 ). Such assertions describe a scene S by declaring the existence of graphical objects and their attributes. The information retrieval is performed by an Inference Engine that is able to answer to Visualizer's queries such as "Which rectangles are there in S?" or "Which are their colors?".
We will encode logic assertions by means of definitions of predicates of the logic-based language ALPHA (see [2] for details). Briefly, ALPHA predicates are boolean functions with by name/by value parameters computed according to a backtracking-based Prolog-like computation model. Some of them, called standard predicates, have fixed predefined prototypes and return visual information in their parameters when computed on Visualizer's demand: in this case, queries of the Visualizer to the Inference Engine consist of standard predicates computation requests.
The logic approach to visualization can be used for algorithm animation purposes by allowing the assertions in the knowledge base to depend on the content of variables of an underlying running program (parametrization). In this way, the temporal evolution of the underlying process' computation state may imply a continuous change of the information that the Visualizer is able to retrieve from the same knowledge base, ending up in different scenes being visualized over time.
For example, the sequence of scenes shown in The ALPHA standard predicate Rectangle declares the existence of a rectangle with identification number 1 and geometrical features equal to the content of variables x, y, l and h, randomly assigned in the underlying C program. As ALPHA predicates are automatically reevaluated after each change of the variables they refer to, the number of displayed scenes can be considerably reduced by invalidat- ing the predicate VisualUpdateOn in order to freeze the Visualizer while x, y, l and h are being assigned. Note that one of the main advantages of attaching an atemporal declarative description of visual objects to an imperative specification of an underlying computation is that graphical objects never need to be explicitly created nor destroyed by the programmer: their existence is simply controlled by a dynamically reevaluated condition that may be true or false at any time. This guarantees a highly reliable programming style by providing strong separation between graphics and algorithms and makes it easier to portray the behavior of programs with respect to their data manipulations.
In the framework described so far, scenes produced by computing user-defined predicates and collecting their output values are simply displayed sequentially by the Visualizer. We now discuss an extended framework that makes it possible to smoothly animate such scene transformations, addressing both automation and customization issues. The main novelties of this framework are the following: assertions in the knowledge base describe an extended scene by declaring not only the existence of graphical objects and their attributes, but their synthesis and interpolation functions, too; the Visualizer is provided with the capability of automatically generating interpolating sequences of consecutive extended scenes.
In the following subsections we describe a complete logic-based architecture for portraying the execution of an underlying program by means of smooth, continuous animation. The use of ALPHA predicates for specifying both synthesis and interpolation functions will be discussed in Section 4 and Section 5. Figure 6 extends the framework shown in Figure 5 with parametrization and animation capabilities. In particular, it details the internal structure of the Visualizer, consisting now of four modules (Scene Manager, Delta Manager, Inter-Scenes Generator and Rendering Manager) that cooperate as follows: Note that in this scheme the Visualizer and the underlying program never run concurrently. However, more efficient and sophisticated solutions may be designed.
An Extended Knowledge-Based Architecture

Detection of Scene Changes and Inter-Scenes Generation
As pointed out in the previous section, a basic step for producing a smooth transition between two successive scenes consists of computing their differences. This is possible in our framework since each graphical object is provided with a unique identification number that allows us to identify it in different scenes and to detect how it varies. As identification numbers are unique within each category, our approach does not support metamorphoses between objects belonging to different categories, but an extension in this direction remains however practicable.
Given two scenes S new and S old , the Delta Manager has to decide which objects are appearing, which are changing and which are vanishing. This can be done by comparing the old and the new sets of objects' identification numbers according to their category. In particular, 8c 2 Categories, let us define these sets as follows: Recall that S E contains the category, the identification number and the features of unchanged graphical objects, while S holds also the new features and the functions for interpolating the attributes of changed graphical objects.
It is worth noticing that in case of death of an object g 
Predicates for Specifying Synthesis Functions
In Section 3 we introduced ALPHA predicates as boolean functions with by name/by value parameters: as a matter of fact, they can be used not only for declaring information about graphical objects, but also for calculating generalpurpose functions.
The goal of this section is to provide practical and flexible solutions both for specifying synthesis functions and for associating them to graphical objects: at this aim, we show the prototypes of some ALPHA standard predicates for accomplishing such tasks. We concentrate on geometrical features of rectangles, but similar predicates for retinal features and for other graphical categories may be designed either way: The Scene Manager invokes RectangleBirth and RectangleDeath in order to associate to each rectangle (RectID) a birth and death behavior, represented by a number (SynthID) identifying a synthesis function. If such predicates have not been defined, generate an invalid SynthID or fail (i.e., return false in their name) for some rectangle, the Scene Manager provides default values.
The predicate RectangleSynth is used for describing geometrical attributes of imaginary rectangles. It receives a number SynthID identifying a synthesis function and a list of geometrical attributes and returns a new list of attributes computed by modifying the input ones according to the value of SynthID.
RectangleSynth is highly reusable: it is possible to build up a library of predefined SynthIDs, corresponding to different definitions of this predicate, in order to provide the most common behaviors. Hence, in most cases, the only task of the user to produce an animation consists of defining RectangleBirth and RectangleDeath, without writing any new synthesis function. Note that the same SynthID can be specified for both birth and death: it will simply produce a symmetric effect. Figure 7 shows multiple definitions of RectangleSynth related to different SynthIDs 
Predicates for Specifying Interpolating Curves
Let ? = f : 0; 1] ! R 2 g be a family of continuous parametric curves in the plane.
We define interpolating curve ofã,b 2 R 2 a curve ã;b 2 ? such that ã;b (0) =ã and ã;b (1) =b. In particular, a canonical interpolating curve is a curve 2 ?
such that (0) = (0; 0) and (1) = (1; 0). 
Figure 8. Transforming a Canonical Curve into a Generic Interpolating Curve
Pairs of interpolating curves having a common end point can be concatenated to form more complex ones. Let n =p 0 ; 0 ;p 1 ; 1 ; : : : ;p n?1 ; n?1 ;p n be an interleaved sequence of n + 1 points and n canonical curves. n can be used for defining a curve n 2 ? as follows: Note that n is an interpolating curve forp 0 andp n and is forced to pass through all intermediate pointsp 1 : : :p n?1 , as in the example shown in Figure 9 .
In conclusion, basic curves can be described by means of their parametric equations, while more complex curves can be obtained as concatenation of basic ones connected in predefined points. Other solutions may be provided for example by using Cubic Splines or Bezier curves [3] .
General interpolating curves can be used for defining interpolation functions of graphical objects. Now we concentrate on the position of rectangles, but similar considerations apply also to other attributes and graphical categories.
Let f a and f b be the attributes of two rectangles with positionsã andb, respectively, and let ã;b be an interpolating curve ofã andb. An interpolation function p : These predicates are invoked by the Inter-Scenes Generator in order to produce interpolating scenes.
The predicate Curve defines a parametric canonical curve : it takes a number CurveID identifying the curve 
(T).
ConcatCurve is used instead for declaring a sequence n that identifies a complex interpolating curve n . This As for the synthesis functions described in the previous section, both Curve and ConcatCurve can be predefined in a library of predicates as shown in Figure 10 .
At last, we propose predicates for associating curves to the position and dimension of rectangles; they simply receive the ID of the rectangle and return the ID of a curve:
If such predicates are not defined, generate an invalid CurveID or fail for some rectangle, the Scene Manager provides a default CurveID.
An example showing how these predicates work will be given in the next section.
Animation Example
In this section we show how our framework can be used for algorithm animation purposes by presenting an example concerning the Towers of Hanoi problem. We will follow an incremental construction of the animation, starting from a simple sequential visualization of control scenes and then providing graphical objects with animated behaviors, both default and customized ones.
We do not show the C functions for solving the Towers of Hanoi challenge since our data-driven approach allows Towers contains numbers representing the sizes of the discs stacked on each of the three towers. The heights of the towers are maintained in the array TowersHeight.
A basic visualization can be produced by declaring the following two predicates 2 : The predicate View declares a visualization window by giving it an identification number. The system computes such predicate at run-time, gets the identification number 1, and opens a new window. Note the Out keyword allows values to be passed back to the predicate caller as in any traditional "by reference" parameter passing.
Rectangle enumerates for each tower as many rectangles as the number of discs on it and gives them identification numbers and geometrical attributes. Such attributes are the X and Y coordinates of the left-top corner, the length L and the height H of a rectangle in pixel. Each rectangle has an ID equal to the size of the corresponding disc: this ID is unique since no two discs have the same size. The last parameter is set to 1 meaning that rectangles must be contained in the window with identification number 1. Note that RectangleBirth, RectangleDeath and RectanglePosPath assign the same behavior to all rectangles regardless of their ID. This is achieved by accepting any rectangle ID as first argument through the wildcard " ". Hence, each rectangle automatically falls down when appearing and shrinks up when disappearing. Moreover, when it changes its position (i.e., a disc is moved to another tower), it automatically moves along the composite path specified by ConcatCurve as shown in Figure 11 .
In more detail, ConcatCurve is called by the system for each rectangle that moves from (X1,Y1) to (X2,Y2), and enumerates a sequence 3 defining a composite interpolating curve for these end-points.
Global features, such as the number k of inter-scenes generated by the system, are provided by default, unless explicitly defined by the user through suitable predicates, e.g.
InterFrames(Out K).
Conclusions
In this paper we discussed the problem of specifying an animated behavior of graphical objects in a declarative style and we extended a logic-based visualization framework by providing it with animation capabilities. We addressed both automation and customization issues.
In particular, we presented a set of predicates expressed in a logic-based language called ALPHA for creating complex and customizable animations of algorithms. Defining these predicates makes it possible both to specify how each graphical object appears and disappears from the scene and to describe curves which varying attributes of graphical objects must be interpolated along. If such predicates are left undefined, default behaviors are anyway provided.
The approach we addressed guarantees strong separation both between graphics and algorithms and between visualization and animation code: actually, the algorithm can be implemented without worrying about the visualization and the visualization can be specified without worrying about the animated behavior of objects. This means that a real incremental design of the animation can be approached. Furthermore, in case of simultaneous changes of graphical objects, the composition of their smooth transitions is obtained with no charge, i.e., it is completely automatic.
We are currently implementing and testing this animation methodology in the declarative SV tool Leonardo [1] . Although this is still work in progress, the first results of our experimentation can be observed over the Internet at the URL http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/˜demetres/Leonardo/.
